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Abstract. Program specialization can divide a computation into sev-

eral computation stages. The program generator which we designed and
implemented for a higher-order functional language converts programs
into very compact multi-level generating extensions that guarantee fast
successive specialization. Experimental results show a remarkable reduction of generation time and generator size compared to previous attempts
of multiple self-application.

1 Introduction
The division of programs into two stages has been studied intensively in partial
evaluation and mixed computation to separate those program expressions that
can be safely evaluated at specialization time from those that cannot. The main
problem with the binding-time analysis of standard partial evaluation, e.g. as
presented in 13], is the need to specify the availability of data in terms of `early'
(static) and `late' (dynamic). This two-point domain does not allow to specify
multi-level transition points (e.g. \dynamic until stage "). This has limited the
operation of partial evaluators to a conservative two-level approximation. Our
goal is more general: multi-level specialization.
This paper presents the key ingredients of our approach to multi-level specialization. We introduce a general binding-time domain that expresses dierent
`shades' of static input. This means that a given program can be optimized
with respect to some inputs at an earlier stage, and others at later stages. This
modication requires several non-obvious extensions of standard partial evaluation techniques, such as multi-level generating extensions 10], a generalization of
Ershov's (two-level) generating extension 8]. The main payo of this novel approach becomes apparent in multiple self-application: experimental results show
an impressive reduction of generation time and code size compared to previous
attempts of multiple self-application.
Our approach to multi-level specialization, which we call multi-cogen approach, shares the advantages of the traditional cogen approach 3]: the generator and the generating extensions can use all features of the implementation
n

language (no restrictions due to self-application) the generator manipulates only
syntax trees (no need to implement a self-interpreter) values in generating extensions are represented directly (no encoding overhead) and it becomes easier
to demonstrate correctness for non-trivial languages (due to the simplicity of
the transformation). Multi-level generating extensions are portable, stand-alone
programs that can be run independently of the multi-level generator.
Our multi-level binding-time analysis 11] has the same accuracy as and is
slightly faster than the two-level analysis in Similix 5] (when compared on two
levels), a state-of-the-art partial evaluator, which is notable because we did not
optimize our implementation for speed. The results are also signicant because
they clearly demonstrate that multi-level specialization scales up to advanced
languages without performance penalties. The methods developed for converting
programs into fast and compact multi-level generating extensions can also be
taken advantage of in conventional (two-level) compiler generators.
Recently our approach was extended to continuation-based partial evaluation 20] and used in a program generator system for Standard Scheme 21].
Closely related work has been initiated by several researchers including a language for hand-writing program generators 19] and an algebraic description of
multi-level lambda-calculi 16, 17].
We assume familiarity with the basic notions of partial evaluation, for example as presented in 14] or 13, Part II]. Additional details about multi-level
specialization can be found in 11, 12] on which this presentation is based.

2 Generating Extensions
We summarize the concept of multi-level generating extensions 10]. The notation
is adapted from 13]: for any program text, p, written in language L we let
 p] L in denote the application of the L-program p to its input in. For notational
convenience we assume that all program transformers are L-to-L-transformers
written in L.

Ershov's Generating Extensions. A program generator cogen, which we call

a compiler generator for historical reasons, is a program that takes a program
and its binding-time classication (bt-classication) as input and generates a
program generator p-gen, called a generating extension 8], as output. The task
of p-gen is to generate a residual program p-res, given static data in0 for p's
rst input. We call p-gen a two-level generating extension of p because it realizes
a two-staged computation of p. A generating extension p-gen runs potentially
much faster than a program specializer because it is a program generator devoted
to the generation of residual programs for p.
p

=  cogen] L p `SD'
=  p-gen] L in0
out =  p-res ] L in1

p-gen
p-res
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two stages

Multi-Level Generating Extensions. Program specialization can do more
than stage a computation into two stages. Suppose p is a source program with
inputs. Assume the input is supplied in the order in0 inn;1 . Given the
rst input in0 a multi-level generating extension produces a new specialized
multi-level generating extension p-mgen0 and so on, until the nal output out is
produced given the last input inn;1 . Multi-level specialization using multi-level
generating extensions is described by
p-mgen 0 =  mcogen ] L p `0
n;1' 9
p-mgen 1 =  p-mgen 0 ] L in0
>
>
..
>
>
=
.
stages
p-mgen n;2 =  p-mgen n;3 ] L inn;3
>
>
>
p-res0n;1 =  p-mgen n;2 ] L inn;2
>

out =  p-res0n;1 ] L inn;1
Our approach to multi-level specialization is purely o-line. A program generator mcogen, which we call a multi-level compiler generator, or short multi-level
generator, is a program that takes a program p and a bt-classication 0 n;1
of p's input parameters and generates a multi-level generating-extension p-mgen0 .
The order in which input is supplied is specied by the bt-classication. The
smaller the bt-value i , the earlier the input becomes available.
It is easy to see that a standard (two-level) generating extension is a special
case of a multi-level generating extension: it returns only an `ordinary' program
and never a generating extension. Programs p-gen and p-mgenn;2 are examples
of two-level generating extensions.
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3 Construction Principles
We now turn to the basic methods for constructing multi-level generating extensions. Our aim is to develop a program generator well-suited for multi-level
specialization. Eciency of the multi-level generating extensions, as well as their
compactness are our main goals. We will use Scheme, an untyped, strict functional programming language, as presentation language.

Construction Principles Our approach is based on the observation that the

standard static/dynamic annotation of a program is a special case of a more
general multi-level annotation and on the observation that annotated programs
can be considered as generating extensions given an appropriate interpretation
for their annotated operations. From these two observations, we draw the following conclusions for the design of our multi-level program generator and the
corresponding generating extensions.
{ A non-standard, multi-level binding-time analysis together with a phase converting annotations into executable multi-level generating extensions forms
the core of a multi-level generator mcogen.
{ Multi-level generating extensions p-mgeni can be represented using a multilevel language providing support for code generation etc.
3

Multi-Level Language. The multi-level language, called MetaScheme, is an

annotated, higher-order subset of Scheme where every construct has a bt-value
0 as additional argument (Fig. 1). The underlining of an operator, e.g. ift ,
together with the bt-value attached to it, is its annotation. The language provides a lift operator liftst to coerce a value with bt-value to a value with a
later bt-time + . It is clear that not all multi-level programs have a consistent annotation. The typing rules given in the next section dene well-annotated
multi-level programs.
t

t

t

t
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p 2 Program d 2 De nition e 2 Expression c 2 Constant
x 2 Variable f 2 FctName op 2 Operator s t 2 BindingTimeV alue
p ::= d1 :::dm
d ::= (define (f x1 :::xn ) e)
e ::= c
jx
j (ift e1 e2 e3 )
j (lambdat (x1 :::xn ) e) j (e0 @t e1 :::en ) j (lett ((x e1 )) e2 )
j (f e1 :::en )
j (opt e1 :::en ) j (liftst e)

Fig. 1. Abstract syntax of MetaScheme (0  n 0 < m).

Representing Multi-Level Generating Extensions Programs annotated
with multiple binding-times need to be represented as executable programs and
supplied with an appropriate interpretation for their annotated operations.
We follow the approach suggested by the observation that multi-level programs can be considered as programs provided a suitable interpretation for their
annotated operations. Static expressions ( = 0) can be evaluated by the underlying implementation, while dynamic expressions ( 0) are calls to code
generating functions. A generating extension then consists of two parts:
t

t >

1. Multi-level program. Representation of an annotated program as executable
program.
2. Library. Functions for code generation and specialization.
Example 1. Consider as example the three-input program iprod which computes
the inner product vw of two vectors v, w of dimension n (Figure 2). Depending
on the availability of the input, the computation of the inner product can be
performed in one, two, and three stages. The residual program obtained by
specializing iprod wrt two inputs n=3 and v=7 8 9] is shown in Figure 3. A call
of the form (ref i v) returns the i'th element of vector v.
Figure 4 shows a three-level version of the inner product where the arguments of iprod have the following binding-times: n:0, v:1, and w:2. The program is annotated using a concrete multi-level syntax of MetaScheme where all
dynamic operations have a binding-time value as additional argument. Bindingtime annotations can be represented conveniently by marking every dynamic
operation with an underscore (_). The general format of dynamic operations is

4

(define (iprod n
(if (> n 0)
(+
(* (ref n
(ref n
(iprod (0))

v w)

(define (iprod-nv w)
(+ (* 9 (ref 3 w))
(+ (* 8 (ref 2 w))
(+ (* 7 (ref 1 w)) 0))))

v)
w))
n 1) v w))

Fig. 2. Source program.

Fig. 3. Residual program (n=3, v=7 8 9]).

(define (iprod3 n v w)
(if (> n 0)
(_ '+ 2
(_ '* 2
(_ 'lift 1 1
(_ 'ref 1 (lift 1 n) v))
(_ 'ref 2 (lift 2 n) w))
(iprod3 (- n 1) v w))
(lift 2 0)))

(define (_ op t . es)
(if (= t 1)
`(,op . ,es)
`(_ (QUOTE ,op) ,(- t 1) . ,es)))
(define (lift s e)
(if (= s 1)
`(QUOTE ,e)
`(LIFT ,(- s 1) (QUOTE ,e))))

Fig. 4. A multi-level program.

Fig. 5. Multi-level code generation.

(_ '
1
n ) where is the binding-time value and i are annotated argument expressions (the underscore _ is a legal identier in Scheme). If = 0,
then we simply write ( 1
n ). For example, for (if0 1 2 3 ) we write
(if 1 2 3 ), and for (lift s0 ) we write (lift
).
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Multi-Level Code Generation Figure 5 shows an excerpt of the library. The

functions are the same for all generating extensions.
Function _ has three arguments: an operator op, a binding-time value t, and
the arguments es of the operator op (code fragments). If t equals 1 then the
function produces an expression for op that can be evaluated directly by the
underlying implementation. Otherwise, it reproduces a call to itself where t is
decreased by 1. Argument t is decremented until t reaches 1 which means that
op expects its arguments in the next stage.
Function lift `freezes' its argument e (a value). It counts the binding-time
value s down to 1 before releasing s as literal constant. An expression of the
form (_ 'lift
) is used when it takes specializations before the value of
is known and + specializations before it can be consumed by the enclosing
expression (
0). Since lift is just an ordinary function, it can be delayed
using function _ (necessary as long as the value of is not available).
t s e
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t
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Running a Multi-Level Program The body of the two-level generating extension in Figure 6 is obtained by evaluating the three-level generating extension
5

(define (iprod3-n v w)
(_ '+ 1 (_ '* 1 (lift 1 (ref 3 v))
(_ 'ref 1 (lift 1 3) w))
(_ '+ 1 (_ '* 1 (lift 1 (ref 2 v))
(_ 'ref 1 (lift 1 2) w))
(_ '+ 1 (_ '* 1 (lift 1 (ref 1 v))
(_ 'ref 1 (lift 1 1) w))
(lift 1 0)))))

Fig. 6. A generated generating extension (n=3).
in Figure 4 together with the denitions for multi-level code generation in Figure 5 where n = 3. Bound checks are eliminated, binding time arguments are
decremented, e.g. (_ 'ref 1 ... w). Evaluating iprod-n with v=7 8 9] returns
the same program as shown in Figure 3.
The example illustrates the main advantages of this approach: fast and compact generating extensions. No extra interpretive overhead is introduced since
library functions are linked with the multi-level program at loading/compiletime. The library adds only a constant size of code to a multi-level program.
Static operations can be executed by the underlying implementation. One could
provide an interpreter for multi-level programs, but this would be less ecient.
Programs can be generated very elegantly in Scheme because its abstract and
concrete syntax coincide. Other programming languages may need more eort
to obtain syntactically correct multi-level programs. Generating extensions for
languages with side-eects, such as C, require an additional management of the
static store to restore previous computation states 1]. The paper 12] extends
the above methods into a full implementation with higher-order, polyvariant
specialization.

4 Multi-Level Binding-Time Analysis
We specify a multi-level binding-time analysis (MBTA) for the multi-level generator mcogen in the remainder of this paper. The task of the MBTA is briey
stated: given a source program , the binding-time values (bt-values) i of its
input parameters together with a maximal bt-value , nd a consistent multilevel annotation of which is, in some sense, the `best'. We give typing rules
that dene well-annotated multi-level programs and specify the analysis.
The typing rules formalize the intuition that early values may not depend on
late values. They dene well-annotated multi-level programs. Before we give the
set of rules, we formalize bt-values and bt-types.
Denition 1 (binding-time value). A binding-time value (bt-value) is a natural number 2 f0 1
g where is the maximal bt-value for the given
problem.
p
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A binding-time type contains information about the type of a value, as
well as the bt-value of the type. The bt-value of an expression in a multi-level
program is equal to the bt-value j j of its bt-type . In case an expression is welltyped (wrt a monomorphic type system with recursive types and one common
base type), the type component of its bt-type is the same as the standard type.
Denition 2 (binding-time type). A type is a (well-formed) binding-time
type wrt , if ` : is derivable from the rules below. If ` : then the type
represents a bt-value , and we dene a mapping j jj from bt-types to bt-values:
j j= i ` :.
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fBase g t`Bt:t

 :s si  t s  t
fFct g ` i:si ``:::
t
1 n !  :t
:tg` :t
fBtv g :t in`:tt  
fRec g  `f:
:t
Base bt-types, shown in Rule fBase g, are denoted by B t where is the bt-value.
We do not distinguish between dierent base types, e.g. integer, boolean, etc.,
since we are only interested in the distinction between base values and functions.
Rule fFct g for function types requires that the bt-values of the argument types
are not smaller than the bt-value of the function
1 n and the result type
itself because neither the arguments are available to the function's body nor can
the result be computed before the function is applied. Rule fBtv g ensures that
the bt-value assigned to a type variable is never greater than . Rule fRecg
for recursive types
states that has the same bt-value as the recursive
type
under the assumption that the type variable has the bt-value . The
notation f : g denotes that the bt-environment is extended with f : g
while any other assignment : 0 is removed from . This is in accordance with
the equality
= 
] which holds for recursive types.
An equivalence relation on bt-types allows us to type all expressions in our
source language even though the language is dynamically typed. In particular,
we can type expressions where the standard types cannot be unied because of
potential type errors (function values used as base values, base values used as
function values). By using this equivalence relation we can defer such errors to
the latest possible binding time.
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Denition 3 (equivalence of bt-types). Let be a maximal bt-value and let
U

be the following axiom:



`B ... B ! B = B
:

Given two bt-types  :and0  0 well-formed
wrt  , we say that  and  0 are equiv:
0
alent, denoted by ` =  , if ` =  is derivable from
1. Axiom U
2. the equivalence of recursive types (based on types having the same regular
type)
3. symmetry, re exivity, transitivity, and compatibility of = with arbitrary contexts
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Typing Rules. The typing rules for well-annotated multi-level programs are

dened in Fig. 7. Most of the typing rules are generalizations of the corresponding
rules used for two-level programs in partial evaluation, e.g. 13]. For instance,
rule fIf g for if-expressions annotates the construct if with the bt-value of
the test-expression 1 (the if-expression is reducible when the result of the
test-expression becomes known at time ). The rule also requires that the test
expression has a rst-order type.
Rule fLift g shows the multi-level operator liftst : the value of its argument
has bt-value , but its results is not available until + ( 0
0). The
bt-value of an expression (liftst ) is the sum of the bt-values and . In other
words, the operator delays a value to a later binding time. As is customary in
partial evaluation, the rule allows lifting of rst-order values only.
Rule fOp g requires that all higher-order arguments of primitive operators
have bt-value because this is the only way to equate them with the required
base type Bt (see Denition 3). This is a necessary and safe approximation since
we assume nothing about the type of a primitive operator.
t
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fVar g x;:` inx:;
t
n !t  in ;
fIf g ; ` e1 :B ; `; (`ife2 :e e; e` e):3: j  j t fCall g ; ` ei :;i ` (ff:e1 :::
1 :::en ):
t 1 2 3
t
; ` ei :B
; fx: g` e : j  j jj j
fOp g ; ` (op
fLet g ; ` ;e:` (let
t
((x e)) e ):
t e1 :::en ):B
t
xi : i g ` e:
fAbs g ; ` ( ;x f:::x
f
App g ; ` e0 :1:::n !  ; ` ei : i
t
; ` (e0 @t e1:::en ):
t 1 n :e):1:::n ! 
; ` e: ` =: 
` e:Bt s>0
f
Equ
g
fLift g ; `; (lift
s e):Bt+s
; ` e:
t
Fig. 7. Typing rules for well-annotated multi-level programs (i ranges over 0  i  n).
fCon g ; ` c:B 0
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Denition 4 (well-annotated completion, minimal completion). Given
a program , a maximal bt-value , and a bt-pattern 1 ... k of 's goal function
0 with j 0 j = i
0 , a well-annotated completion of is a multi-level program
p

f
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t
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the following judgment can be derived:
` p0 :ff0 : B t1 :::B tk ! B  f1 : 11:::1n1 !t1 1  ::: fn : n1:::nnn !tn n g
A well-annotated completion is minimal if the bt-value of every subexpression
e in p is less than or equal to the bt-value of e in any other well-annotated
completion of p.
Every program p has at least one well-annotated completion p0 since the
operations of a program can always be annotated with  , which corresponds to
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all subexpressions in the completion having the bt-type B . A program can
have have more than one well-annotated completion. The goal of the MBTA is
to determine a well-annotated completion 0 which is, preferably, `minimal', i.e.
all operations in a program shall be performed as early as possible.
Certain programming styles can unnecessarily dynamize operations, while
others make it easier to perform operations earlier. Binding-time improvements
are semantics-preserving transformations of a program that make it easier for
the binding-time analysis to make more operations static 13]. Fortunately, the
problem of binding-time improving programs for multi-level specialization can
be reduced to the two-level case where all known techniques apply.
p

p

Example 2. Let us illustrates the use of recursive types in the MBTA. Without
recursive types the expression
(lambda (x) (x x))

is only typable with type B (or an equivalent type) with maximal bt-value
, because the expression is not typable in the simply typed -calculus. The
following typing with minimal bt-value 0 makes use of recursive type !0 B 0
where denotes ( !0 B 0):






: 

fVarg : 0 0
fx: g` x:
` =  ! B fEqug
fVarg
fx: g` x: !0 B 0
fx: g` x: fAppg
fx: g ` x @0 x:B 0 fAbs g
` 0 x:x @0 x: !0 B 0
Here we use equivalence = of bt-types
!0 B 0 and ( !0 B 0 ) !0 B 0 . The
two types are equivalent because their regular types (innite unfolded types) are
equal (Denition 3). In our case unfolding
!0 B 0 once gives ( !0
0
0
0
B ) ! B which proves the equality. In conclusion, recursive types enable the
MBTA to give earlier binding times.
:

:

: 

:

: 

5 Results
Multiple Self-Application The payo of the multi-cogen approach becomes
apparent when compared to multiple self-application. The main problem of multiple self-application is the exponential growth of generation time and code size
(in the number of self-applications). While this problem has not limited selfapplicable specializers up to two self-applications, it becomes critical in applications that beyond the third Futamura projection.
An experiment with multiple self-application was rst carried out in 9]:
staging a program for matrix transposition into 2 { 5 levels. To compare both
approaches, we repeated the experiment using the multi-level generator. We
generate a two-level and a ve-level generating extension, gen2 and gen5, respectively.
9

Table 1. Performance of program generators.
out

mint-gen
comp
tar

run
time/s mem/kcells size/cells
=  mcogen] mint `012' 10.0
529
1525
=  mint-gen] def
.63
34
840
=  comp2 ] pgm
.083
5.18
109

Table 2. Performance of programs.
out

out
out
out

run
speedup time/ms mem/kcells
=  mint] def pgm dat
1
630
44.3
=  tar] dat
72
8.7
1.93
=  fac] dat
708
.89
.037

The results 12] show an impressive reduction of generation time and code
size compared to the result reported for multiple self-application 9]. The ratio
between the code size of gen2 and gen5 is reduced from 1:100 when using multiple
self-application to 1:2 when using the multi-level generator. The ratio between
the time needed to generate gen2 and gen5 is reduced from 1:9000 when using
multiple self-application to 1:1.8 when using the multi-level generator.

Meta-Interpreter As another example consider a meta-interpreter mint, a
three-input program, that takes a language denition def, a program pgm, and
its data dat as input. Let def be written in some denition language D, let pgm
be written in programming language P (dened by def), and let mint be written
in programming language L. The equational denition of mint is
 mint] L def pgm dat =  def] D pgm dat =  pgm] P dat = out
While this approach has many theoretical advantages, there are substantial eciency problems in practice: considerable time may be spent on interpreting the
language denition def rather than on computing the operations specied by the
P-program pgm. What we look for is a three-level generating extension mint-gen
of the meta-interpreter mint to perform the computation in three stages.
9
comp =  mint-gen ] L def =
tar =  comp ] L pgm
 three stages
out =  tar] L dat
The three-level generating extension mint-gen is a compiler generator which,
when applied to def, yields comp. The two-level generating extension comp is a
compiler which, when given a P-program pgm, returns a target program tar.
In our experiment 12], the meta-interpreter mint interprets a denotationalstyle denition language. The denition def describes a small functional language
(the applied lambda calculus extended with constants, conditionals, and a xoperator). The program pgm is the factorial function and the input dat is the
number 10.
10

Table 1 shows the generation times, the memory allocated during the generation and the sizes of the program generators (number of cons cells). Table 2
shows the run times of the example program using the meta-interpreter and the
generated target program. For comparison, we also list the run time of fac, the
standard implementation of the factorial in Scheme. All run times were measured
on a SPARC station 1 using SCM version 4e1.
We notice that the generation of the compiler comp is fast (0 63s), as well as
the generation of the target program tar (0 083s). The conversion of the metainterpreter mint into a compiler generator mint-gen is quite reasonable (10s).
The results in Table 2 demonstrate that specialization yields substantial
speedups by reducing mint's interpretive overhead: they improve the performance
by a factor 72. The target program tar produced by comp is `only' around 10
times slower than the factorial fac written directly in Scheme. Finally, interpreting pgm with mint is 700 times slower than running the Scheme version of the
factorial fac.
One of the main reasons why the target program tar is slower than the
standard version fac is that primitive operations are still interpreted in the target
programs. This accounts for a factor of around 4. Post unfolding of function calls
improves the runtime of these programs further by a factor 1.3.
:

:

6 Related Work
The rst hand-written compiler generator based on partial evaluation techniques
was, in all probability, the system RedCompile for a dialect of Lisp 2]. Romanenko 18] gave transformation rules that convert annotated rst-order programs
into two-level generating extensions. Holst 15] was the rst to observe that the
annotated version of a program is already a generating extension. What Holst
called \syntactic currying" is now known as the \cogen approach" 3]. The multicogen approach presented here is based on earlier work 10{12]. Thiemann 20]
extended our approach to continuation-based specialization and implemented a
multi-cogen for Standard Scheme 21].
Multi-level languages have become an issue for several reasons. They are,
among others, a key ingredient in the design and implementation of generative software, e.g. 7]. Taha and Sheard 19] introduce MetaML, a statically
typed multi-level language for hand-writing multi-level generating extensions.
Although MetaScheme was not designed for a human programmer { we were
interested in automatically generating program generators { it can be seen, together with the multi-level typing-rules, as a statically typed multi-level programming language (specialization points can be inserted manually or automatically based on the annotations).
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